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Nordplus Adult - Interim report 2014

1.Start - Basic information
1.1. Project information
Project title Raising Adults‘ Cultural Awareness and Expression through Cultural Heritage

Project number NPAD-2014/10157

1.2. Access to the report
Editor access
Read only access

2.Institutions - Institutions

2.1.Coordinating institution Coordinating institution
Coordinating institution
Kaunas Region Education Centre (LT-KRSC)
Type of
institution: University

Postal address: Saulės str. 12, Kaunas
LT-50239 Lithuania

Address for
courier delivery:

Saulės str. 12, Kaunas
LT-50239 Lithuania

Telephone: +370 37 38 00 57
Fax: +370 37 33 25 29
E-mail: laima.ruzgiene@centras.krs.lt
Web page: http://www.centras.krs.lt/
Unit
coordinating
institution:

2.1.3. Legal representative
Name: Ruzgiene, Laimute
E-mail: laima.ruzgiene@centras.krs.lt
Address: Saules str.12, LT-50239, Kaunas, Lithuania
Phone number: + 370 37 38 00 57
Fax number: + 370 37 33 25 29

2.1.4. Contact person
Name: Marcinkeviciene, Rasa
E-mail: marcinkeviciene.rasa@gmail.com
Address: Saules str.12, Kaunas, LT-50239, Lithuania
Phone number: +370 37 38 00 94
Fax number: +370 37 33 25 29
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2.2.Partner institutions Partner institutions
Institution: EE-Borderlands Leader (EE)
Type of institution: NGO
Unit:
Contact person: Liping, Kaidi-Mari
Gender:
E-mail: kaidimari@piiriveere.ee
Phone number: +37255655172
Fax number:

Institution: FI-Adult Education Centre of South Karelia (FI)
Type of institution: Center For Adult Learning
Unit:
Contact person: Nevalainen, Anneli
Gender:
E-mail: anneli.nevalainen@ekko.fi
Phone number: 044 022 5698
Fax number:

Institution: LV-Association Positive Mind (LV)
Type of institution: NGO
Unit:
Contact person: Upesleja, Ieva
Gender:
E-mail: ievaupe@gmail.com
Phone number: + 371 29255774
Fax number:

Institution: SE-Viksjofors ballet school (SE)
Type of institution: Private Enterprise
Unit:
Contact person: Ehrstrand, Helena
Gender:
E-mail: helena.ehrstrand@telia.com
Phone number: +46706931272
Fax number:

3.General information - General information
3.1. Type of project
Type of project: Collaboration project

Development project

Project period 08/2014 - 08/2016

4.Reporting

4.1.

4.1.1. Overall objectives
5. Completely

Overall objectives
During the first project year have been implemented these project objectives according to the project
application form Stages 1-5 (August 2014- June 2015):
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1. Get acquainted with the cultural heritage of the project partner countries and distinguish similarities
and differences in the following fields: traditional handicrafts, customs and traditions, ethnographic
buildings/ villages, national costumes, culinary heritage, folk songs, dances and musical instruments.
2. Organize seminars, discussions and workshops on how cultural heritage may affect adult education,
enrollment, innovation, social and economical development.
3. Share good practices how cultural heritage in partner countries may help to develop adults
entrepreneurial skills and be used as a means to establish business.
4. Improve the access to cultural heritage on-line by digitizing Nordic/Baltic cultural heritage through
project partner best practice and innovation.
During the next reporting period project stages 6-10 (July 2015 - July 2016) we will continue working with
the objectives 1-4. Besides, we will implement objectives 5 and 6:
5. Prepare an educational digital material (CD) “Cultural heritage of the Nordic/Baltic countries”
6. Create recommendations to implement the best project partner experience in Nordic/Baltic countries.
Also the part of objective No. 1 will be implemented continually; will be created digital stories "Musical
instruments, songs and dances", "Traditional festivals and culinary heritage” and distinguished
similarities and differences.

All objectives have been met working according the activity plan through international meetings (face-
to-face), collaboration and communication with partners on-line and partners input by creating project
material: digital stories, presentations, workshops, etc.

4.1.2. Activities
5. Completely

Activities
At the beginning of the project we signed the Project contract and sub-contracts with project partners.
Following the project activity plan we organized 3 international (face-to-face) meetings in Lithuania
(September 15-19, 2014), Latvia (February 22-25, 2015) and Sweden (May 28-31, 2015). To monitor the
project planning and organization, we used evaluation forms and prepared Minutes after each partner
meeting. All the implemented project activities are introduced on the project internet website: http://raise-
project.eu
During each international meeting project partners participated in 2 seminars (“Development of adult
entrepreneurial skills”; "The role of music, musical instruments and dance in development of the
competence of cultural awareness and expression"), 8 workshops (“Creating digital stories and the
use of ICT in digitizing cultural heritage”; “Traditional Easter palm making”; “Folk straw decorations
(Lithuanian- ‘sodai’)"; “Adopting handicrafts in modern life”. Informative and practical workshop in wicker
weaving; “National traditions”; "Modern dance"; "Traditional dance"; "Making sälgpipa and singing with
Johan Hammarsten"), 1round-table discussion (“Cultural heritage - an integral part of social, cultural and
economical life”), 3 educational programs (“Old ethnographic villages, houses, traditional handicrafts”;
“National costumes, symbols, traditions”; "Folk music and dance from past to present" ), 7 visites
to places of cultural heritage (Antanas and Jonas Juska Ethnic Cultural Museum in Vilkija, LT; The
Lithuanian country life museum in the open air, LT; Creative people Association “Ligzda”, LV; Tukums
art gallery “Durvis”, LV; Tutabo historic farmstead, SE; Elin Westlund/ Barbro Ager handicraft, SE;
Mårtesgården ethnographic village in Edsbyn, SE), got acquainted with traditional craftsmen (a weaver, a
potter and a carver, a smiths in authentic environment, lace maker, spinning maker), made presentations
on the topic "Development of Adult Entrepreneurial Skills and Adopting Handicrafts in Modern life".
Moreover, partners created 10 digital stories in total: 5 stories (one per each project partner) on the topic
"Old ethnographic villages, houses, traditional handicrafts” and 5 stories (one per each project partner)
on the topic “National costumes, symbols and traditions". They compared and analyzed these digital
stories, found out similarities and differences.

4.2.

4.2.1. Time schedule
5. Completely

Time schedule We didn't have any, we followed the project's schedule.

4.2.2. Cooperation and Nordic/Baltic added value
4. Mostly
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Cooperation and Nordic/Baltic added value
Seeking equal partnership, smooth implementation of the project activities, sound financial management,
effective collaboration and communication among project partners, the coordinator (Kaunas Region
Education Center) developed these activities:
1. Signed subcontracts with project partners defining their roles and responsibilities on financing and
accountability;
2. Organized discussions and consulting to project partners regarding financial management,
preparation of international meetings, creation of digital stories, evaluation and dissemination of project
activities. The coordinator was responsible for clear and timely provision of the necessary information;
3. Maintained communication with the project Steering Committee to ensure project implementation as a
whole and in partner organizations.
Communication and collaboration among partners took the following means:
e-mail, phone, Skype, Google groups, international meetings. After each face-to-face meeting the
evaluation forms have been filled to clarify tasks and expectations, suggestions and recommendations
for improvement of project activities.
The project participants (Lithuanians, Latvians, Estonians, Swedish, Finnish) from different social,
cultural and economical backgrounds and different types of institutions (public, non-governmental,
voluntary, association) collaborated to raise adults' awareness of their national cultural heritage in the
context of the Nordic/Baltic region.
Project partners shared digital stories, analyzed and compared their cultural heritage (old architecture,
ethnographic villages, traditional handicrafts, national costumes, symbols, traditions) looking for
similarities and differences. All project partners acknowledged that the most interesting and useful
topic of all was adopting handicrafts in modern life and developing adult entrepreneurial skills. Also,
project partners agreed that cultural heritage is the best and attractive tool for intercultural collaboration
(festivals, concerts, days of handicrafts, fairs) and exchange of experience.
The project contributed to developing of adult competences in life long learning using open educational
resources, IT and foreign languages. Project participants were motivated to study literature and other
resources (documents, the internet, museums' material) in different fields for creating digital stories.
Collaboration enabled the organizations to present themselves at international level, thus strengthening
organizational image and responsibilities as well as developing a Nordic-Baltic educational network.

4.3.

4.3.1. Results and outcomes
5. Completely

Results and outcomes
The project partners have got acquainted with the cultural heritage in partner countries in the following
fields: old architecture, ethnographic villages, traditional handicrafts, national costumes, symbols and
traditions.
The cultural heritage was presented, compared and analyzed. The 10 digital stories: 5 stories (one
per each project partner) on the topic "Old ethnographic villages, houses, traditional handicrafts” and
5 stories (one per each project partner) on the topic “National costumes, symbols and traditions" in the
original languages with English subtitles were uploaded on the project international website http://raise-
project.eu. The duration of each digital story is about 10 min.
The potential users of the digital stories are adults learners, teachers, schoolchildren, specialists of ethno
culture, seniors from U3A, members of local communities, representatives of NGO and etc.
The project partners learned and discussed in different workshops and seminars on the topics:
“Development of adult entrepreneurial skills”, "The role of music, musical instruments and dance in
development of the competence of cultural awareness and expression", “Creating digital stories and
the use of ICT in digitizing cultural heritage”, “Traditional Easter palm making”, “Folk straw decorations
(Lithuanian- ‘sodai’)", “Adopting handicrafts in modern life”, “National traditions”; "Modern dance and
traditional dance", "Making sälgpipa and singing with Johan Hammarsten", “Cultural heritage - an
integral part of social, cultural and economical life”, “Old ethnographic villages, houses, traditional
handicrafts”, “National costumes, symbols, traditions”, "Folk music and dance from past to present".
The aim of these activities were to raise the adults' cultural awareness, improve their competences
such as learning to learn, using ICT, communication and collaboration in foreign languages. Partners
participated in the hands-on activities: demonstration of weavers', smiths, potter, lace making, spinning,
patchwork, wicker weaving, making of musical instruments (pipes), folk music, dances, songs.
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4.3.2. Impact
4. Mostly

Impact
Since the project results were prepared by project partners in different countries, below we present a
short description of every participating country with the observed impact.

LITHUANIA: The partnership opened new possibilities for cooperation and inspired a new project
"Developing adults' ethno cultural competences celebrating traditional festivals and handicrafts in
regions" which was submitted to the Lithuanian Ministry of Culture and received a financial grant.
According to the project, 20 culture specialists from Lithuania participated in an educational trip to Latvia
where they got acquainted with the cultural heritage of Latvia and were actively involved in workshops.
The event was a great experience of intercultural exchange and aided to the development of adult key
competences. It also was a good opportunity to disseminate our project activities under the Nordplus
programme.

The project result (digital stories) on the topic "Old ethnographic villages, houses, traditional handicrafts”
was demonstrated to senior citizens - students of the Third Age University and teachers (545 people
in total) in Kaunas Region (Lithuania). The adults were introduced to digital stories prepared by all
project partners. The aim of this event was to strengthen cultural, social and civic awareness of other
people's culture, both Baltic and Nordic, as well as tolerance to their history, traditions, and languages.
The demonstration of digital stories was followed by 3 workshops where senior citizens could refresh
their skills making traditional Lithuanian handicrafts based on cultural heritage: paper cutting and making
straw decorations. Both film demonstration and hands-on workshops were a great success: they not only
contributed to the development of adult key competences and raising awareness of project partners’
cultural heritage, but also inspired the senior citizens’ wish to travel to neighbor countries: Latvia,
Estonia, Sweden and Finland.

In SWEDEN the digital stories will be used by association members in creating productions and
choreographies. The project presentation at Dance forum May 30th reached 400 families and many of
them will join project's follow up activities in the second project year. The project leaflet/brochure has
been used to spread information about the project aims and results and information on how to join for
cultural work across ages and country borders.

LATVIA: preparation of the digital stories for the Nordplus project has involved many people starting
with family members of the project participants and ending with the members of the local community as
well as volunteers from France currently working in Latvia. It also involved social partners – municipality
workers and representatives from Tukums museum. The digital stories on the topic "Old ethnographic
villages, houses, traditional handicrafts” were used for educational purposes by Tukums museum
visitors, both children and adults. It has been viewed by 130 people. Positive response was collected and
museum workers are looking forward to the final project product – CD with a collection of digital stories
from all project partner countries on different aspects of Cultural heritage.
As the membership of Borderlands Leader LAG in ESTONIA is big (almost 100 members), there are
different kinds of organizations represented. Many of them are local community organizations which work
to preserve local culture and heritage etc. Therefore the presentations and the digital stories will be used
by these organizations as a model or template when they present Estonian, especially South-Estonian
culture to visitors and tourists. As Obinitsa was elected the capital of Finno Ugric culture in 2012, the
expected tourism flow into the territory of our local action group is bigger than usual.

Information about this project has been disseminated in FINLAND to their partners in the region (other
adult education centers) in order to encourage them to take part in international projects, they also
informed their teachers (160 people) about the project activities, intended results and their application in
practice.

The project products are going to be used in partners’ organizations for educational purposes at various
events, lectures and lessons in order to acquaint personal, teachers, adult learners, adult educators,
members of local communities with other cultures, traditions and languages of the Nordic/Baltic region.
So general impact of the project after its lifetime is that the stakeholders such as adult educators,
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institutional heads and professionals in education and culture will get valuable free access to Open
Educational Resources (Digital stories, Recommendations “Cultural heritage – an opportunity to develop
business, education, and innovation") as an educational tool for adult learners.
Additional impact is the increased level of motivation of the adult learners to use cultural heritage as a
means to establish their own business.
The staff of participating organizations has improved their key competences: digital competence by
virtual co-operation, the use of new digital technologies, team work, got experience, good practice and
the sense of initiative and entrepreneurship.

4.4.

4.4.1. Evaluation
5. Completely

Evaluation
In order to evaluate the quality of each international meeting, we prepared an evaluation form (adapted
to each meeting according activities). The primary goal of this evaluation was to collect information
about how successfully the project proceeded from participants’ point of view - to assess and control
project implementation. The secondary goal was to measure the change in project partners’ views and
competences: whether the project partners have improved key competencies. In addition, the project
coordinator did some observation and post meeting discussions to make sure that all project partners
were actively involved and had their share in the implementation of the project. Moreover, the project
coordinator carried out non-formal interviews with people outside the project during dissemination events
(e.g. dance festival in Sweden, seminars to senior citizens at Kaunas Region Third Age University) to
discuss their impressions and find out whether the added value in a Nordic /Baltic context was achieved.
Finally, Minutes were prepared after each meeting and were uploaded on the Project website.
The project coordinator worked hard to make sure that all project partners prepare qualitative products -
digital stories. If the products didn’t meet the set requirements, the project partner asked to remake them.
In order to evaluate the implementation of each international meeting, the project partners were asked
to assess a) the program of the meeting, its contents and forms of work as well as b) the quality and
relevance of workshops and educational activities. Finally, they had to describe their experiences,
express concerns and provide suggestions for future meetings. The evaluation forms were analyzed by
the coordinator and presented to project partners at the next face-to-face meeting. Suggestions were
taken into consideration making agendas for the next meetings.
Main findings:
1. All participants agreed that the objectives, the time frame work, the deadlines of the project were clear;
2. Project programmes of the meetings were well balanced focusing on all key aspects of the project;
3. The seminars, workshops rooms and facilities were suitable for the work during the meetings;
4. Workshops, seminars, the round-table discussions were evaluated positively . They were involving
and relevant to the project;
5. Hands-on activities: demonstration of weavers', smiths, potter, lace making, spinning, patchwork,
wicker weaving, making of musical instruments (pipes), folk music, dances, songs made a grate
impression on all participants and they took away some new ideas from them;
6. The participants received all information on time during the project;
7. Participation in the project gave the participants possibility to learn more about the use of cultural
heritage and its adaptability into education, modern life and be used as a means to establish business;
8. Participation in the project helped to develop the competence of cultural awareness and expression
also other adult key competencies: digital literacy, learning to learn competence, communication in
foreign languages and the sense of initiative and entrepreneurship.

4.4.2. Dissemination
5. Completely

Dissemination
Dissemination of the project has been implemented during the whole project as planned at the
international, national and local level. Dissemination activities are: publications website where politicians,
adult educators, adult learners, staff of educational, representatives of NGO, cultural and business
institutions can openly access all project's information, and the leaflet for adult education organisations
and stakeholders. All partners used their national networks of the organisations for dissemination of
information about the project and its results.The project partners also have wide networks at European
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level; they participate in other projects so they have also contacted adult education organizations from
the countries beyond the project. It also was created account of the project in to the most popular social
network - Facebook in order to raise awareness and engagement of wide public to use created digital
stories an other future products (recommendations).

A list if "publications"

Occasions:
1. Kick-off meeting in Lithuania, 16-19 September, 2014;
2. Round table discussion with adult learning providers and municipality representatives during witch
was presented project and introduced opportunities how could be used project results and products in
different fields - 23.09.2014 Lithuania;
3. Seminar "Erasmus + tiedotustilaisuus" (At 13.45-14.14 o’clock Satu Laari made presentation about the
project) - 30.10.2014 Finland;
4. Meeting in Latvia, 22-25 February, 2015;
5. Seminar for adult educators, adult learners, seniors, socially excluded persons, cultural workers in
witch were presented project implemented and future activities, created digital stories and discussed on
how to adopt handicrafts in modern life - 09.03.2015 Lithuania;
6. Meeting in Sweden, 28-31 May, 2015;
7. International Dance Festival in Viksjöfors, Sweden 30 May, 2015. During this festival was presented
Nordplus program and the project for the international community.

Means:
1. Project website: http://raise-project.eu;
2. Project logo;
3. Project leaflet;
4. Institutions information stands (project's information and photos);
5. Notebook and pen with Nordplus Adult program logo and project title.

Publications and Internet access:
1. Minutes of the Kick-off meeting and meetings in Latvia and Sweden (available on the project
webpage). The Minutes served as a monitoring tool between the partnership meetings.;
2. http://www.centras.krs.lt/52.php#201 - 04.06.2014, Lithuania;
3. http://www.krs.lt/portal/portal/krslt/1/KRSNaujienuPortletasWindow?
action=e&windowstate=normal&javax.faces.portletbridge.STATE_ID=view
%3Af0262643-6e34-4342-8cc3-d27da5578eea&mode=view - 04.06.2014 Lithuania;
4. http://www.centras.krs.lt/52.php#206 - 18.09.2014 Lithuania;
5. http://www.krs.lt/portal/portal/krslt/1/KRSNaujienuPortletasWindow... - 26.09.2014 Lithuania;
6. Article in the press "Nordplus Adult tarptautinis projektas „Suaugusiųjų kultūrinio sąmoningumo ir
saviraiškos tobulinimas kultūrinio paveldo kontekste". 2014 m. spalis, Nr. 9 (342), „Švietimo panorama“ -
Lithuania;
7. https://www.facebook.com/etelakarjalan.kansalaisopisto - 28.10.2014 Finland;
8. https://www.smpf.lt/lt/programos/nordplus_adult/projektu_dalyviu_ispudziai_5/nordplus_adult_semi...
-30.10.2014 Lithuania;
9. https://www.setomaa.ee/content/magazine/print_article.php?article_id=1215 - 25.08.2014 Latvia;
10. https://www.polvamaa.ee/et/uudised/-/asset_publisher/Fjxzi6dRL9vT/content/piirveer... - 25.08.2014
Latvia;
11. Article in the press "Piiriveere Liider ootab huvilisi rahvusvahelises kultuuripärandialases projektis
kaasa lööma". 30 Juuli 2014, Nr. 10-11 "Setomaa" - Estonia;
12. Article in the press "Piiriveere Liider ootab huvilisi rahvusvahelises kultuuripärandialases projektis
kaasa lööma". August 2014, Nr. 125 "Räpina Rahvaleht" - Estonia;
13. http://www.draugiem.lv/pozitivadoma/ - 30.09.2014 Latvia;
14. https://www.facebook.com/PozitivaDoma - 24.10.2014 Latvia;
15. http://pozitivadoma.lv/raise - 24.10.2014 - Latvia;
16. http://www.piiriveere.ee/latis-nordplus-projektikoosolekul - 16.03.2015 Estonia;
17. https://www.facebook.com/pages/Etel%C3%A4-Karjalan-kansalaisopisto/908070355877252 -
03.03.2015 Finland;
18. http://www.centras.krs.lt/52.php#238 - 25.02.2015 Lithuania;
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19. http://www.krs.lt/portal/portal/krslt/1/KRSNaujienuPortletasWindow?
action=e&windowstate=normal&javax.faces.portletbridge.STATE_ID=view%3A75b6250a-161c-47f5-
a764-a692864145e9&mode=view - 06.03.2015 Lithuania;
20. http://artinedviksjofors.se/tag/knutes/ - 06.03.2015 Sweden;
21. https://www.facebook.com/PozitivaDoma - 23.03.2015 Latvia;
22. http://www.draugiem.lv/pozitivadoma/ - 23.03.2015 Latvia;
23. http://www.tukums.lv/nvo/aktuli/4380-Biedr%C4%ABbas-Pozit%C4%ABv%C4%81-Doma-projekts -
23.03.2015 Latvia;
24. http://artinedviksjofors.se/category/pedagogik/ - 01.06.2015 Sweden;
25. http://www.centras.krs.lt/news.php?link=news&pg=0&lang=lt#279 - 03.06.2015 Lithuania;
26. https://www.facebook.com/pages/Kauno-rajono-savivaldyb%C4%97/198652350304116?fref=ts -
03.06.2015 Lithuania.

4.4.3. Nordplus
Nordplus programme is a great way of building up contacts and collaboration between adult education
institutions and other organizations. We are really satisfied with the application system (Espresso). It
is convenient that you can do everything online. The whole system is clearly structured and easy to
operate. Writing and submission of the project application and interim report was not complicated.
The communication with the Ministry of Higher Education and Science (Denmark) could be smoother.
Sometimes we had to wait for an answer to our e-mail requests for a few weeks.
How/where did you first hear about Nordplus?
National information offices


